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they	 also	 have	 significant	 limitations	 of	 the	 load	 and	 charging	 current.	 Supercapacitors	




use	 of	 other	 types	 of	 energy	 storages.	 For	 electrochemical	 batteries,	 lead-acid	 batteries	
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where:
Li  –		 inductance	in	the	branch	of	the	i-th	energy	storage	device,
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The	relation	between	currents	ii,	iLi	and	voltages	ui,	uDC	can	be	described	by:
 i m li i Li=   (11)
 u m ui i DC=  (12)
where:
mi		 –	 a	modulation	ratio	of	i-th	converter	and	mi ∊ (0,	1).
4. Control of the studied HESS
We	 can	 now	 design	 a	 control	 algorithm	 for	 the	HESS	 using	 reference	 and	measured	
voltages	uDCref and	uDC, reference	power	coefficients	γi_ref,	measured	currents	i0 and	iLi as	an	
input	values.	The	DC	line	requires	a	closed-loop	control	of	capacitor	voltage	uDC in	order	to	
define	the	reference	current	iDCref:




 i i is ref DCref_ = −0   (14)
Reference	current	of	each	converter ii_ref:
 i ii ref i s ref_ _= γ   (15)















 > 0, γi < 0 means	that	the	storage	receives	energy	and	γi > 0	that	it	gives	energy.	For	
i
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Figure	 5	 shows	 the	 currents	 of	 the	 storage	 devices	 and	 the	DC	 line	 voltage	 response	
to	a	step	change	in	load	current.	Assumed	constant	parameters:	γ1 =	0.5, γ2 = 0.3, γ3 = 0.2, 
uDCref = 600	V, uZ1 = uZ2 = uZ3 = 550	V.	Load	current:	for	t = (0, 1) i0 = 80	A, for t = (1, 0) 
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Figure	 6	 shows	 the	 currents	 of	 the	 storage	 devices	 and	 the	DC	 line	 voltage	 response	
to	 a	 step	 change	 in	 direction	 of	 the	 load	 current.	Assumed	 constant	 parameters:	 γ1 = 0.5, 
γ2 = 0.3, γ3 = 0.2, uDCref= 600	V, uZ1 = uZ2 = uZ3 = 550	V.	Load	current:	for	t = (0, 1) i0 = 100	A, 









Figure	 7	 shows	 the	 currents	 of	 the	 storage	 devices	 and	 the	DC	 line	 voltage	 response	 to	
changes	in	the	coefficients	of	power	distribution.	Assumed	constant	parameters: uDCref= 600	V, 
uZ1 = uZ2 = uZ3 = 550	V, i0 = 100	A.	Power	distribution	coefficients:	for	t = (0, 1) γ1 = 0.5, γ2 = 0.3, 
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